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Q.NO 1  

FOREIGN POLICY POST ON 9/11 

 

First of all we will see that when 9/11 attack was done in 

America. Then the whole world policts was transformed after 

an attack on  would  trade center and pentagon on 9/11/2001.  

Pakistan was very important due to its geographical location.  

After an attack on 9/11/2001, reaction of major power were 

very strong.  

Pakistan took great action after this attack 

1)     Pakistan closed Taliban bank account. 

2)     Pakistan police was use cleared defence and avoid 

offence from USA.  

3) UN approved action against Taliban. 

4) Pakistan rightly joined the globle can census.  

UNSC passed a resolution on 12 September for an attack 

on Taliban.  

CANADA, UK, FRANCE, GWEMANY and DENMARK all 

offered military help. 

 
 

 

 



 

 

NEGOTICATION BETWEEN PAKISTAN USA  

 
After Negotications seven stepsmust be taken by Pakistan. 

 

1) Stop Alqaido Operahon at its border and all logistical 

support for bin ladin.  

2) To give USA landing sites DOR their plane. 

3) To provide intelligence information. 

4) To provide territorial access to USA.  

5) To cut off all shipment of foul and stop recruits to 

Afghanistan.  

 

         PAAKISTAN RESPONSE ON IT.  

1)  Pakistan called all important leaders and officials for 

consultation on this matter.  

2)  90% of those agreed with president to help USA.  

3) ULMA were against it.  

4) Some parties even protested. But Pakistan decided to 

fallow all of them  

5) PAKISTAN EMERGENCE ON GLOBLE AFTER THIS 

ATTAC.  
1) Pakistan emerged as a front line state in world.  



2) Sanction on Pakistan wore removed and resume 

assistance.  

                          (AIDS BY USA) 

1) 600$ Million as economic did in 2002. 

2) 177$ Million as military did. 

3) In 2003.3$ Billion for next 5 years  

4) Low interested credit for PIA.  

5) Extended trade access.  

6) Export rose to 3$ Billion.  

7) Antitank missile wore given  

8) From 2001-07 total 7.1$ Billion were given to Pakistan.  

CONCLUSION 

1) Appreciated Pakistan  

2) Support for Pakistan on Kashmir issue.  

WHATCOST PAKISTAN ON SUPPORDING USA.  

1) War of terror in Pakistan which we are facing till 

new.  

2)  50-60 thousand people killed.  

3) Cost of war approximately 20$ Billion. 

4) USA had permanent interest in Pakistan but we have 

never been permanent friends. 

 



Q.NO 2  

CPEC Prospect & Challenges 

Introduction:  

CPEC stands for china Pakistan Economic Corridor. It is a mega 

project signed between china and Pakistan. It is basically a long 

route way which connects Gawadar a region in Balochistan 

province of Pakistan and xinjiang a china autonomous region 

through highways. China has estimated a cost of 46 Billion 

dollars for this project. This project would be completed in 

couples of year. Many scholars regards this project a game 

changer in the region. It will uplift the economy of Pakistan. 

Pakistan is an important region regarding geostrategic position. 

Pakistan shares its borders with south, central and western 

Asia. It has long coastal line of approximately 1046 km with 

Arabian sea and Gulf of Oman.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Prospects & Challenges: 

 CPEC is not only the project of roads but it will also 

produce the opportunities for energy sector and industrial 

zones in Pakistan. Balochistan in this regard will get 

maximum benefit. Secondly KP province of Pakistan will 

also get benefits of this project moreover whole the region 

will be economically uplifted. Transportation and 

communication in the region will be enhanced. Business 

and trade sector will get improved by CPEC. Normally 

Pakistan deriver its some part of revenue through tourism. 

But since decades tourism is Pakistan is extensively 

affected because of tourism. Militancy in the region has 

apparently influenced the situation. CPEC project will 

provide opportunity to integrate several part of the region. 

China would get benefits from gawader part to inter in 

Arabian gulf and to expand its geopolitical position in the 

region.  

CPEC would face several types of challenges before completion 

of the project. Some of them are discussed below. 

 Pakistan is politically an unstable country. Different types 

of protests sit-in and movement are off only inactions. For 

example in 2014, sit-in against government led by PTI 

caused the delay of the chines president visit to Pakistan. 

So CPEC may face such types of challenges in Pakistan. 



 Some sub-national parties in Pakistan alleged the federal 

government. CPEC they claim that this would deprive the 

western province from CPEC benefits.  

 India is constantly feeling pain regarding CPEC, so she 

focused the chahbahar part of Iran combating the CPEC in 

Pakistan. Indian government proposed & 85 Million dollar 

to initiate this project.  

 Moreover Indian government is supporting Baloch 

liberation Army (BLA) in Balochistan against pakistan. And 

constantly involved in subversive activities by its 

intelligence (RAW) research and analysis wing. In 2016, an 

indian spy personal kalbushan jadhav was arrested in 

Balochistan who acknowledged himself of involvement in 

subversive activities in Pakistan to disrupt the CPEC 

project. 

 Terrorist attack in Khyber Pakhtun khuwah were also 

stream of this conspiracy to damage the western route of 

CPEC. 

Chines consulate was attacked in Karachi with the help of 

intelligence agency (RAW).  

 Oil tankers in the strait of Hormuz were attacked to create 

tension in the region.  

  

 

 



 


